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ABSTRACT. This paper aims to enhance the performance of power generation system. To this end,

the author transferred the brushless double fed induction generator (BDFIG) model into the
CW synchronous speed frame, oriented the CW synchronous speed frame model to three kinds
of CW quantities, and deduced and compared three kinds of BDFIG models with different
control features. After that, several control systems with current-inner-loop and voltage-outerloop were designed and compared for the three kinds of BDFIG models. One of the proposed
control systems was verified through prototype experiment. It is concluded that the CW-currentoriented model is the simplest one and the physical quantity of orientation (CW current) is easy
to control and measure. The control system using voltage and current dual closed-loops can
achieve the PW voltage control goals and realize the current limitation. The BDFIG models
were proved valid through the prototype experiment. It is concluded that the CW-currentoriented model is the simplest one and the physical quantity of orientation (CW current) is easy
to control and measure. The control system using voltage and current dual closed-loops can
achieve the PW voltage control goals and realize the current limitation. The BDFIG models
were proved valid through the prototype experiment.
RÉSUMÉ. Ce document vise à améliorer les performances du système de production d’énergie.

À cette fin, l'auteur a transféré le modèle du générateur d’induction sans brosse à double
alimentation (BDFIG) dans le cadre de vitesse synchrone CW, a orientéle modèle du cadre de
vitesse synchrone CW vers trois types de quantités CW et a déduit et comparétrois types de
modèles BDFIG avec différentes fonctionnalités de contrôle. Après cela, plusieurs systèmes de
contrôle avec boucle interne de courant et boucle externe de tension ont étéconçus et comparés
àtrois modèles BDFIG. L'un des systèmes de contrôle proposés a étévérifiépar le biais d'une
expérience sur prototype. La conclusion est que le modèle orientécourant CW est le plus simple
et que la quantitéphysique d'orientation (courant CW) est facile àcontrôler et àmesurer. Le
système de contrôle àdouble boucle fermée en tension et en courant peut atteindre les objectifs
de contrôle de tension PW et atteindre la limitation de courant. Les modèles BDFIG ont été
validés par le prototype.
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1. Introduction
The brushless double fed induction generator (BDFIG) has two three-phase
windings in the stator (namely the power winding, PW, and the control winding, CW)
and a special rotor winding. The CW can modify and control the rotor current induced
by the PW, and thus achieve the variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) control
without slip rings or brush gear. The special motor structure enables the BDFIG to
meet high reliability and low maintenance requirements in the absence of a brush gear.
In recent years, the BDFIG electric system has received the widespread attention in
the academia (Willianson et al., 2002; McMahon et al., 2006; Prousalidis et al., 2005;
Xiong and Wang, 2011).
There are mainly two operation modes for the BDFIG: the grid-tied mode and the
standalone mode. The former is mainly adopted for onshore wind power generation,
and the latter for offshore wind power generation. In the grid-tied mode, the active
power and reactive power from the PW are injected; In the standalone mode, the PW
voltage is maintained as a constant.
Much research has been done on the grid-tied mode (Figure 1(a)). Since the PW
is connected to the stable grid Vg, the PW flux or voltage orientation is often selected
for the synchronous reference frame (Long et al., 2013; Poza et al., 2006; Poza et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2011) to achieve the vector control. This strategy meets new
challenges in the standalone mode (Figure 1(b)). In this mode, the PW is directly
connected to the load, such that the PW voltage phase and amplitude will be distorted
by the load variation. The distortion of PW voltage will leave the field-oriented system
uncorrected. To fix this problem, reference (Jiang et al., 2014) derives a mathematical
model based on the PW and CW dual stationary frame system, and applies the model
to study the direct torque control; reference (Zhang et al., 2011) controls the PW
voltage in light of the static CW frame and the current orientation of the stator;
reference (Chen et al., 2013) implements the direct torque control in the static frame
system with a CW-based unified frame model.
The above analysis shows that the CW orientation must be considered for the
standalone mode. Nevertheless, the previous studies often complicate the control
system with either the stationary frame or the direct torque control. To overcome the
problem, this paper the CW synchronous speed frame and the CW-quantitiesorientation method for the BDFIG control in both the grid-tie and standalone modes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II transfers the
BDFIG model into the CW synchronous speed frame; Section III further orients the
CW synchronous speed frame model to three kinds of CW quantities, and deduces
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and compares three kinds of BDFIG models with different control features; Section
IV designs and compares the control systems with current-inner-loop and voltageouter-loop for the three kinds of BDFIG models; Section V verifies the effect of one
of the proposed control systems through prototype experiment; Section VI wraps up
this research with some meaningful conclusions.
2. The CW synchronous speed frame model for the BDFIG
In 2003, J. Poza deduced a BDFIG model, with which all the quantities can be
transferred to any speed frame. The vector model is shown in the equation (1), where
ωa is the random angular speed.
𝑣𝑠1 = 𝑅𝑠1 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝑝𝜑𝑠1 + 𝑗𝜔𝑎 𝜑𝑠1
𝜑𝑠1 = 𝐿𝑠1 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑖𝑟
𝑣𝑠2 = 𝑅𝑠2 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝑝𝜑𝑠2 + 𝑗[𝜔𝑎 − (𝑝1 + 𝑝2 )𝜔𝑟 ]𝜑𝑠2
𝜑𝑠2 = 𝐿𝑠2 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝐿𝑠2𝑟 𝑖𝑟
𝑣𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟 𝑖𝑟 + 𝑝𝜑𝑟 + 𝑗[𝜔𝑎 − 𝑝1 𝜔𝑟 ]𝜑𝑟
𝜑𝑟 = 𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝐿𝑠2𝑟 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝐿𝑟 𝑖𝑟
{

(1)

If ωa is set to the PW angular speed ωp, the model is the PW orientation frame
system and suitable for grid-tie mode (Shao et al., 2009).
𝑣𝑠1 = 𝑅𝑠1 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝑝𝜑𝑠1 + 𝑗[𝜔𝑐 − (𝑝1 + 𝑝2 )𝜔𝑟 ]𝜑𝑠1
𝜑𝑠1 = 𝐿𝑠1 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑖𝑟
𝑣𝑠2 = 𝑅𝑠2 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝑝𝜑𝑠2 + 𝑗𝜔𝑐 𝜑𝑠2
𝜑𝑠2 = 𝐿𝑠2 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝐿𝑠2𝑟 𝑖𝑟
𝑣𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟 𝑖𝑟 + 𝑝𝜑𝑟 + 𝑗[𝜔𝑐 − 𝑝2 𝜔𝑟 ]𝜑𝑟
𝜑𝑟 = 𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑖𝑠1 + 𝐿𝑠2𝑟 𝑖𝑠2 + 𝐿𝑟 𝑖𝑟
{

(2)

Figure 1. The diagram of two modes for the BDFIG
If ωa is set to the CW angular speed ωc, it is possible to obtain the model based on
CW current orientation, as shown in equation (2).
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Using this model, the CW angular speed ωc was calculated according to the
inherent relationship between ωc, ω*p and ωr, where ω*p is the desired frequency of
the PW voltage (50Hz or 60Hz). Since ωc is generated by the controller rather than
the phase-locked loop, it is independent of the load variation and capable of ensuring
system stability.
3. Comparison of CW-quantities-orientation models
The vector equations in equation (2) were split into two parts in the d-q rotation
reference frame with synchronous speed ωc. For further simplification of the BDFIG
model, the d-axis of the reference frame was aligned to different CW quantities, such
as the CW voltage vc, the CW flux φsc and the CW current ic. Different alignment
methods resulted in different mathematical models. The derivations of three types of
CW-quantities-orientation models are given below:
3.1. CW flux orientation
The conditions of CW flux orientation are:𝜑𝑐𝑑 = 𝜑𝑐 ; 𝜑𝑐𝑞 = 0,
Then, the relationship of PW voltage and CW current can be obtained as:
 pd = -

s 2 Ls1r Ls 2 r
icd +
kr

Ls1r ( sL2s 2 r krr − skrr Lr Lsc + k pr kr Lsc )
kr Ls 2 r

icq +

k p kr − s 2 L2s1r
kr

i pd +

skrr L2s1r − k pr kr Lsp
kr

i pq

(3)

CouplingTerms

v pq =

k pr Ls1r k rr L2s 2 r − k pr k rr Ls1r Lr Lsc − sk r Ls1r Lsc
Ls 2 r k r

icq

sk pr Ls1r Ls 2 r
k p k r + k pr k rr L2s1r
k pr Lsp k r − sk pr L2s1r
−
icd +
i pq +
i pd
kr
k
kr

r

CouplingTerms

(4)

Hence, the orientation conditions are:
icd =

icq =
−

sL2s 2 r k sp Rr

vcd −
icq
A( s)
A( s)

(5)

L ( sk + k sr2 Lr ) + wc Lsc Rc 

vcq + s 2 r r
icd
B( s)
B( s)

wc Ls 2 r Ls1r ( sk r + k sr2 Lr )
wL k L R
i pd + c s 2 r sr s1r r i pq
B( s)
B( s)

(6)
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where
2
A(s) = −𝑠 2 𝐿2𝑠2𝑟 𝑘𝑟 + 𝑠𝑘𝑠𝑟
𝐿𝑟 + 𝑘𝑐 ∆

𝐵(𝑠) = 𝑠𝐿𝑠𝑐 ∆ − 𝑘𝑝𝑟 𝐿2𝑠2𝑟 𝜔𝑠 𝑅𝑟
3.2. CW voltage orientation
The conditions of CW flux orientation are:
vcd=vc;vcq=0.
Then, the relationship of PW voltage and CW current can be obtained as:
v pd =

s 3 Ls1r kc + s 2 wc2 Ls1r Lsc + sk p Ls1r ws kc + k p Ls1r wc3 Lsc − k p Ls1r wc k sc Lsc
sLs 2 r k sc

icd

s Ls1r − k p Ls1r wc
k p Ls1r ( w k − sw Lsc − kc k sc + s Ls1r wc kc − s wc Ls1r k sc )
+
vc −
icq + k p i pd − k p Lspi pq
Ls 2 r k sc
sL r k sc


s 2


2

2
c c

2
c

2

3

CouplingTerms

v pq =



Ls1r ( wc2 Rc − k pr wc Rc − kc k sc )
Ls 2 r k sc

(7)

icq

Ls1r w Lsc (wc − k pr ) + swc kc − wc k sc Lsc − sk pr kc



sL (s − wc )
icd + k pr Lspi pd + s1r
vc + k p i pq
Ls 2 r k sc
Ls 2 r k sc


2
c

CouplingTerms

(8)

Hence, the orientation conditions are:
𝑖𝑐𝑑 =

(𝜔𝑐 −𝑘𝑠𝑐 )

𝑖𝑐𝑞 =

𝑠𝜔𝑐 𝑅𝑐

1
𝜔𝑐 𝑅𝑐

𝑣𝑐 −

𝑣𝑐 −

𝜔𝑐
𝑠

𝑖𝑐𝑞

(9)

𝑠
𝑖
𝜔𝑐 𝑐𝑑

(10)

3.3. CW current orientation
The conditions of CW flux orientation are: icd=ic; icq=0
Then, the relationship of PW voltage and CW current can be obtained as:
v pd =





Ls1r k sc k pr (s + Rc ) − sLsc (k pr + wc ) − s 2 Rc Ls1r (wc + k pr )
wc Ls 2 r Lsc

icd

s 2 k pr Ls1r − k pr Ls1r k sc
sLs1r (wc − k pr )
+ k p i pd − k pr Lspi pq −
vcd +
vcq
wc Ls 2 r k sc
Ls 2 r k sc




CouplingTerms

(11)
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v pq =

(

)

− s 3 Ls1r wc2 Lsc + kc + sLs1r kc (k sc − k pr ) − k pr Ls1r wc2 Lsc

icd + k p i pq
wc2 Ls 2 r k sc




CouplingTerms

(

sLs1r s 2 − k sc + wc k pr

)

s 2 Ls1r + k pr Ls1r wc
+ k pr Lspi pd +
vcd +
vcq
wc Ls 2 r k sc
Ls 2 r k sc




(12)

CouplingTerms

Hence, the orientation conditions are:
𝑖𝑐𝑑 =

1
𝑘𝑐

𝑣𝑐𝑑 −

𝜔𝑐 𝐿𝑠𝑝 𝐿𝑠2𝑟
𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑘𝑐

𝑖𝑝𝑞 −

𝜔𝑐 𝐿𝑠2𝑟
𝑘𝑝𝑟 𝐿𝑠1𝑟 𝑘𝑐

𝑣𝑝𝑑

𝑖𝑐𝑞 = 0

(13)
(14)

Where kp=(Rp+sLsp), kc=(Rc+sLsc) kr = ( Rr + sLr ) , 𝑘𝑠𝑐 = 𝑠2 + 𝜔2𝑐 , 𝑘𝑝𝑟 = 𝜔𝑐 −
2 2
(𝑝1 + 𝑝2 )𝜔𝑟 , ∆= 𝑘𝑟2 + 𝑘𝑠𝑐
𝐿𝑟 and 𝑘𝑠𝑟 = 𝜔𝑐 − 𝑝2 𝜔𝑟
From (3)~(14), the following conclusions can be drawn:
CW flux orientation: The relationship between CW d-axis current and d-axis
voltage is shown in (5), where △(s) and A(s) are the second-order and third-order
operators, respectively. Then, the transfer function is the first-order operator. In this
case, it is only needed to compensate the first-order factor. To reduce the control
difficulty, the CW q-axis voltage and q-axis current are not selected because they are
more complex than the d-axis counterparts.
CW voltage orientation: The relationship between CW q-axis current and CW daxis voltage is constant due to the fixed rotate speed in (10). This means the q-axis
current and d-axis voltage can be decoupled by simple proportions. However, the
other control relations like (7) and (8) are more complex, and some compromises
should be made according to the actual situation.
CW current orientation: The relationship between CW d-axis current and CW daxis voltage is the simplest when kc and q-axis current are zero.
After the realization of the field-orientation, the steady state relationships between
the CW and PW quantities can be deduced by (5), (6), (9), (10). If the CW and PW
quantities are controlled by the relationships in (5), (6), (9), (10), the BDFIG can be
adjusted via the “force-CW-quantity-orientation” to the state depicted in the
mathematical models. This concept is adopted for the control system design in the
next section.
4. Comparison of the CW-quantities-orientation control systems
According to the BDFIG models derived in Section III, the adapted control
systems including the CW current inner loops and the PW voltage outer loop were
designed and the functions were explained below.
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The current inner loops aim to make the d-axis and q-axis CW currents icd and icq
track to their references icd* and icq*; since there is only one control object (PW voltage)
in the standalone mode, one current loop is sufficient for PW voltage control, while
the other current loop can be used to realize the “force-CW-quantity-orientation”. It
is up to the specific model design to determine which of the axes should be used for
orientation and which for voltage amplitude control.
The voltage outer loop aims to regulate the PW voltage as desired by changing the
current reference of the current loop.
According to the control structure of CW flux orientation (Figure 2), the “forceorientation” was realized with the d-axis through icd*=W1vcd+W2icq, where 𝑤1 =
𝑅𝑐 𝑅2𝑟 +𝑅𝑐 𝜔4𝑐 𝐿2𝑟
𝑅2𝑟 +𝜔4𝑐 𝐿2𝑟

and 𝑤2 = −

𝑘𝑠𝑟 𝐿𝑟
𝐿2𝑠2𝑟 𝑅𝑟

−2

𝑅𝑐 𝐿 𝑟
𝐿2𝑠2𝑟 𝑘𝑠𝑟

, W1 and W2 are steady state numbers

immune to differential items. Thanks to the fast speed of the inner loop, the view of
outer loop already realized force-orientation. The voltage loop was designed with (4)
to receive the partial decoupling with offsetting the coupling terms in (4).

Figure 2. The control structure of CW flux orientation

The control structure of CW voltage orientation is depicted in Figure3.
As shown in Figure 3, the “force-orientation” was realized in this structure using
the q-axis through icq*=W3vcd, where 𝑤3 = 𝑅𝑐 𝜔𝑐 is a steady state coefficient.
Similarly, the d-axis was used to modulate the PW voltage amplitude with (7) and
could also receive the partial decoupling with offsetting the coupling terms.
The control structure of CW voltage orientation is given in Figure 4.
According to Figure 4, the “force-orientation” was realized in this structure using
the q-axis through icq*=0, and the PW voltage was modulated by the d-axis. The daxis current is the amplitude that realize the limit current and ensures the safety of the
system.
It is worth noting that the third control structure could achieve the same functions
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with the simplest structure. Hence, this structure was verified through prototype
experiment.

Figure 3. The control structure of CW voltage orientation

Figure 4. The control structure of CW current orientation

5. Experimental evaluation
The prototype experiment was carried out on a 64kW BDFIG test bench. The input
torque was provided by connecting the prototype generator with a frequencyconversion variable-speed motor, which has a MM430 (Siemens) variable frequency
drive. The PW was taken as the power supply of 400V/50Hz, and connected to the
load, i.e. an induction motor. Meanwhile, the CW was supplied with a self-made
bidirectional variable-voltage variable-frequency converter. The speed signal was
captured by the generator measurement system (Omron). The system has a resolution
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of 1,024 cycles/r and consists of three parts: voltage (PW, CW), current (PW, CW)
and rotate speed.
The experiment focuses the dynamic performance under load mutation, the impact
load and the switch from standalone mode to grid-tied mode.
A. The load mutation. Figure 6 shows the dynamic performance from full-load to
no-load (80KVA, PF=0.8, lagging). As shown in the figure, the PW voltage surged
up to about 100V (the maximum), but it recovered fast within half line-cycle; the
control system was always stable because the reference speed ωc was immune to the
PW voltage drop.
B. The impact load. Figure 7 shows the dynamic performance under impact load
(hard-start of a 15kW induction motor). It is clear that the system was still stable, and
the PW voltage was recovered within several cycles. During the recovery period, the
CW current was easily limited at the given value of 200A, which ensures the safety
of the converter system.
C. The switch from standalone mode to grid-tied mode. The mode switch is
realized through the following steps. Initially, the load was on the grid, and the BDFIG
was load-free. With the switch action, the BDFIG started to be tied to the grid. Then,
the grid was cut off, and the load was transferred to the BDFIG. The waveforms are
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Dynamic waveforms in (a) 400rpm, (b) 500rpm and (c) 600rpm

Figure 6. Impact load waveforms in (a) 400rpm, (b) 500rpm and (c) 600rpm
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Figure 7. The switch from standalone mode to grid-tied mode

6. Conclusion
This paper presents the CW synchronous speed frame model of BDFIG for power
system and establishes the control modes of three orientations methods. Through
comparison, it is concluded that the CW-current-oriented model is the simplest one
and the physical quantity of orientation (CW current) is easy to control and measure.
The control system using voltage and current dual closed-loops can achieve the PW
voltage control goals and realize the current limitation. The BDFIG models were
proved valid through the prototype experiment.
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